Abstract: Multimode interferometers are coming of age both as sensors and components of quantum circuits. Here we investigate an interferometer based on a porous thinfilm sensor of refractive index of fluids. Eigenmode analysis is used to identify effective single-and multi-mode sensing regimes and the corresponding realizations of interferometer. A general measure in a form of Fisher information is introduced to describe the impact of the film porosity on sensitivity and nonlinearity of the interferometer. As high sensitivity relies on formation of a highly peaked mode in the film, a parallel with plasmonic sensors is drawn. Close correlations between the sensor nonlinearity, mode profile and the shape of Fisher information function indicate the potential of this measure in describing complex non-Gaussian multimode structures.
Introduction
Micro and nanostructuring of optical materials offers possibilities for enhancement and construction of new optofluidic sensors [1] . Here, we consider application of a porous material to thin-film evanescent sensors whose guiding structure changes with refractive index of the fluid. Corresponding changes in the effective index of guided modes are registered as phase modulation at the output of the sensor, usually by an interferometer [2] . When the side of the waveguide interfacing the fluid is made of a nanostructured porous material, fluid can penetrate into the pores where it replaces air and further modulates the refractive index profile of the sensor [3, 4] . Due to the high refractive index of the film filled with fluid, the film can act as a second core of the waveguide, making the sensor multimode.
Multimode interferometers have recently attracted considerable attention due to their enhanced sensitivity and capability of multi-parameter sensing [5] . They have been realised in optics by long-period fibre gratings [6] and multimode waveguides [7] , and in atomic physics by exploiting multi-state spin manifolds [8] . Integrated photonic multimode interferometers have been recognized as a tool for reaching the full complexity of quantum computation [9] .
A waveguide structure working in a multimode regime in which one mode is well isolated from the measurand while others are exposed to it is essentially an interferometer on its own (see e.g. fibre Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI) with gratings [10, 11] ). The fact that the referent arm is not needed easies the fabrication as there is no need for optical couplers; and makes the sensor more robust to changes in environmental conditions.
Here, we present a theoretical study of an integrated porous-film sensor of fluids and explore its multimode sensing capability. Eigenmode analysis is sufficient to estimate phase modulation measurable by an interferometer and to define single-and multi-mode regimes. However, since the sensitivity of such a sensor stems from the changes in guided mode profiles, we seek to establish a general measure of the sensor performance that takes into account dependence of the guiding structure on the index of fluid. We investigate applicability of the Fisher information (FI), a general measure of sensitivity well-known in the theory of measurement [12] , and its relation to the intrinsic nonlinearity of the porous-film sensor. Different forms of the FI have been widely exploited in various contexts: quantum and classical measurement [13] , coherence and decoherence [14] , system complexity [15] , system disorder [16] , measures of the probability distribution in different atomic systems [17] , etc. Generally, FI is the limiting form of many measures of information [12] . We investigate how it can be exploited in the sensor design and estimation of the sensor robustness to fabrication imperfections. Finally, we suggest further applications of FI to sensors guiding non-Gaussian modes.
Eigenmode analysis
We analyze a sensor composed of a planar waveguide and a thin porous film fabricated on the top of the waveguide cladding interfacing the fluid. The results for TiO 2 film are presented in the following. Nanometer size of the film pores [18] allows for application of an effective model of the film refractive index based on the Lorentz-Lorenz formula [19] . Thus the sensor can be modelled as a five layer structure shown in Fig. 1A . The details of the model will be published elsewhere [20] . Eigenmodes of the guiding structure are calculated by solving the dispersion equation analytically and numerically, using the finite-difference method [21] . We fix the sensor parameters and investigate changes in its guiding properties when it is immersed in fluids of different concentrations.
By changing the index of fluid the system can be driven into one-or two-mode regimes for the same set of structure parameters. Thus we can distinguish two bifurcation points marked by dashed lines in Fig. 1B : the first at transition from the single-mode region (mode M 1 ) to the region with two modes, and the second one at transition from the two-mode to a single-mode (M 2 ) regime. In the single-mode regime, the mode is confined to the core and tails off into the film and fluid. It is insensitive to the fluid resulting in two horizontal branches of the sensor characteristic. A film of a given thickness can support a peaked mode mostly confined to the film. For high enough index of fluid (n F >1.338), hence also of film, this mode is the fundamental mode of the sensor. Propagation constant and profile of such a mode are heavily influenced by the refractive index of fluid. The sensitivity of the effective index of the mode to n F is highest at bifurcation points.
Phase modulation with respect to a reference phase is usually mapped into the intensity modulation and read out by an interferometer. The interferometer can be constructed either by introducing a separate reference arm or by exploiting multimodeness of the sensor. In the latter case, the reference mode should be confined to the core and the sensing mode should be concentrated in the film, which can be realized in the two-mode regime far from the "avoided crossing" of the characteristic in Fig. 1B . Near the avoided crossing, modes M 1 and M 2 have similar profiles, that spread over both the film and core, and hence similar sensitivities to the refractive index. Therefore, the relative phase change between these modes is small, reaching the minimum at n F =1.338. As a consequence, fluids with refractive indices around this point cannot be effectively measured by a single-guide interferometer. On the other hand, differential measurement within the same guide is less susceptible to noise and the minimum measurement uncertainty can be expected near the avoided crossing. Moreover, due to the fast changes in mode profiles with the index of the fluid in this region (see Fig. 1C ), the sensor is highly nonlinear. While the phase nonlinearity can be easily determined from the effective indices, the uncertainty of the measurement of the mode profile is more difficult to estimate. To this purpose, we introduce a measure based on Fisher information that takes into account the mode field profile.
Fisher measure of sensitivity
We define a quantity phenomenologically analogous to the Fisher information (FI):
where p(x|θ) is the conditional probability called the 'likelihood law' and θ is a parameter [12] . Being defined by the derivative of the probability, FI is a local measure of the behavior of the p(x|θ). In the measurement theory, FI is used as a measure of the capability to estimate the parameter θ. This is presented by the Cramer-Rao inequality (CRI)
that defines the relation between the measurement uncertainty estimator e 2 and the FI of the intrinsic data. If the probability is Gaussian, then the estimator is equal to the variance, e 2 = σ 2 . Here, we investigate impact of different, generally non-Gaussian, mode profiles on sensing, so that the correspondence with variance is not directly applicable. However, the CRI shows that estimation quality increases (e decreases) as FI increases and as such is a quality metric of the estimation procedure. We note that we assume absence of any additional noise effect.
Application to a porous thin-film sensor
In the case considered here, the role of the conditional probability is taken by the probability density (intensity) of modes supported by the sensor. Parameter θ is the refractive index of fluid n F whose concentration is the quantity aimed to be determined by the sensor. In a real experimental environment the crucial problem is to interpret the interferometer output in systems supporting simultaneously two or more different modes (the multimode system). Since our attempt here is to characterize theoretically diverse possibilities in the sensor setup that could help experimentalists to consider relevance of different regimes (single-vs. multi-mode), we propose and test two FI measures of the sensor with different eigenmode combinations in sensing and reference arms.
The two information measures are based on the FI: "pure" FI is defined with respect to the intensity of a mode in test arm of interferometer, |Hy(x|n F )| 2 , as a probability measure:
and "mixed" FI is defined with respect to modes in referent Hy(x|n Fref ) and test Hy(x|n F ) arms: We first analyze a standard single mode interferometer with two physically separate arms. Characteristic of such an interferometer is given by either branch from Fig. 1B . The sensitivity is maximum near the bifurcation points. Pure FI for modes M 1 and M 2 is shown in Fig. 2A . Since the FI largely coincide in value and position on the n F axis, the operation of the sensor only marginally depends on the choice of mode. For both modes, the maximum of FI collocates with the maximum of the second derivative of the respective sensor characteristic. As the first derivative of the characteristic is sensitivity, the maximum of FI indicates where the dependence of the sensitivity on n F is the strongest. Thus, the FI calculated for the mode profile as an observable can be related to the nonlinearity of the sensor response.
On the other hand, mixed FI relies on the correlation of two different modes and depends on n Fref , Fig. 2 . It allows for the estimation of correlation between the modes [14] at the intensity and phase level. A scan over all n Fref shows that the upper limit of the mixed FI is in the vicinity of the avoided crossing, and that it is for an order of magnitude smaller than the maximum of pure FI. We can conclude that regardless of the way in which the FI is calculated, its maximum is in the vicinity of the avoided crossing.
Multimode regime
In the interferometer composed of one waveguide only, both modes experience the change in the index of fluid, i.e. the reference arm cannot be isolated. Hence, the reference phase is not constant and the relative phase accumulated between modes depends on the difference in their effective indices. As n Fref = n F , the mixed FI cannot be used to optimize the sensor and will not be calculated hereafter.
Far from the avoided crossing, one mode is mostly in the film and is very sensitive to n F while the other mode is confined to the core and is practically insensitive to n F . Therefore they follow physically separated paths and the pure FI defined for the test mode in the film is a valid measure. We note that in this regime, the porous-film interferometer resembles fibre MZIs that use the core mode as the reference and a cladding mode as the test mode (obtained by resonant scattering on an LPG grating) [5] . Near the avoided crossing, mode profiles become similar, overlap significantly and both depend heavily on the index of fluid, Fig. 1C . Being of the same polarizations, they interfere with the beat length determined by their index difference (here of the order of a millimeter). FI defined via a single mode is not a valid measure in this case. Instead, we define it with respect to the superposition of modes M 1 and M 2 , Hy(x|n
where the relative phase difference between them is given by ∆ϕ = k 0 (n e 1 (n F ) − n e 2 (n F ))L. In this n F region, effective indices of the two modes grow with n F at comparable rates, making the relative phase little sensitive to the index of fluid. On the other hand, field profiles of both modes experience significant changes with n F , the energy being transferred from the core to the film and vice versa (Fig. 1C) . Such behaviour results in low phase sensitivity and maximum FI (maximum mode-profile sensitivity) at the avoided crossing.
From behaviour of the maximal values of the FI we can conclude that the smallest uncertainty of the mode profile measurement, Eq. 2, is obtained in the parameter area in which sensor supports two modes highly peaked in the sensing area and partially present in the core. This is directly related to the locality of FI that stems from the gradient of the probability density with respect to the intrinsic parameter. Change of the intrinsic parameter is correlated to the change in the mode shape which is indicated by the values of the third and fourth moment of the mode distribution [22, 23] . For the normal distribution, FI is equal to the inverse variance. Due to the mode peakedness, this relation between the FI and variance is not strictly applicable to the sensor studied here. Nevertheless, the local maxima of FI are still good indicators of the intrinsic uncertainty of the measurement.
Fisher measure in sensor design
Findings presented above hold generally for sensors with the five-layer structure shown in Fig. 1A . The sensitivity and Fisher information can be optimized for a range of fluid indices by changing geometry and index profile of a sensor. Here we investigate how the changes in film parameters, that are well-controllable during fabrication, influence FI. Fig. 4 presents pure FI for mode M 1 as a function of the fluid index calculated for different values of the film thickness (line colour) and porosity (line style). By increasing the film porosity and/or decreasing its thickness, the maximum of FI can be shifted towards higher n F . This can be understood from the conditions of mode confinement to the film set by the index contrast and the waveguide size. The more porous the film is, the higher the index of the filling fluid should be to maintain the required index contrast. The thinner the film is, the higher the index contrast is needed and hence, the higher n F . The magnitude of the FI maximum follows the same trends as its position and also increases with n F . As expected, the shift in the FI maximum correlates with the shift of multimode region along the n F axis.
Sensor robustness to fabrication imperfections
It has been shown that the structural characteristics of TiO 2 films: surface roughness [24] , porosity [25] , pore size distribution [26] , pore orientation and shape [27] depend on multiple parameters of the preparation procedure and, therefore, may vary slightly across the sample. We investigate numerically the influence of small variations in porosity |dP|/P along the sensor on its characteristics. Pure FI of mode M 1 is used as an evaluation function, whereby mode propagation is calculated using the finite difference beam propagation method (BPM) [21] . As this method is based on assumption of slowly varying mode envelope, fast changes during the mode propagation are out of the scope of our model. Detailed checks have shown that the limit of the applicability of the model (which depends on the system preparation and properties of fluctuating fields [28] ) is given by |dP|/P<0.01. The fluctuating porosity was defined by P(z) = P(1+dP·rand(z)), where P is the design porosity of uniform film, dP the amplitude of fluctuations (|dP|/P<0.01, and rand(z) an array of uniformly distributed random numbers from the range [-1, 1]. We studied the statistics of the response of FI measure to these fluctuations by following two approaches: A) calculating FI for an average mode field (FIa) and B) averaging FI obtained for a mode field in each run (FIb). Averaging is done by running ten simulations per each fluctuation amplitude.
Results in Fig. 5 show that in the presence of small inhomogeneity, dP/P=10 −4 , 10 −3 , the FI shape and position of its maximum do not significantly change with respect to the homogeneous case. Maximum deviations of the FIa were |FIa-FI hom |/FI hom ∼0.05, for dP=10 −4 , and 0.1 for dP=10 −3 , respectively. The mean of FIb shown in Fig. 5B follows very closely the FIa in Fig. 5A . Variance of FIb (shown by bars) reaches maximum for the maximum FI, with the relative value not exceeding 0.1. Therefore, both statistical measures corroborate observations that small fluctuations in porosity do not significantly deteriorate sensor performance.
Discussion
We have shown that in the two-mode region of the sensor characteristic, in which both modes are highly peaked in the film, the mode profile is the preferred observable for sensing of fluid concentrations. Similarly for a fivelayer plasmonpolariton sensor, the hybrid-mode regime has been identified as optimal for sensing of fluids [29] . Although the physics of the light propagation through the dielectric porous film considered here and of plasmon propagation along the metal film surface is different, similar geometry of two sensors dictates similarities in their operation. First, the optimal sensing configuration assumes high concentration of light in the area of the sensor interfacing the fluid. Second, the small thickness of the upper cladding allows for evanescent wave coupling of light from the core to the film over a short sensor length (2 mm here, 35 µm for plasmons [29] ), thus enabling the hybrid mode regime. Sensor characteristic in Fig. 1B is an analogue of avoided crossings met in different areas of atomic physics and optics [30, 31] . The analysis presented in this paper is based on a premise that the interferometer measures small and slow changes in the index of fluid. This implies adiabatic evolution of a mode along the corresponding n e curve in Fig. 1B . Indeed, the evolution of modes shown in Fig. 1C , can be interpreted as tunneling of the core or film mode through the crossing. May the sensor be exposed to an abrupt or large change in n F , adiabatic passage between the branches would occur leading to a much richer mode dynamics. We note that in practice the rate of change of the effective film index depends also on the time the fluid needs to enter the pores.
Another consequence of the pronounced mode peakedness is that FI cannot be straightforwardly related to the variance of the measured parameter. As a measure of the extent and the spatial localization of the eigenmode with respect to the intrinsic system parameter, FI is here related to the sensor nonlinearity. More generally, it is also an indicator of the measurement uncertainty (as given by the Cramer-Rao inequality, Eq. 2) and can be used as a measure of coherence [14] .
Concluding remarks
We have presented results of theoretical and numerical studies of a multimode porous-film sensor of fluids. The film porosity allows for penetration of fluid into the film and hence modification of the sensor index profile. This increases the sensor sensitivity but also its nonlinearity. Here we show that the optimal sensing regime is reached when the mode field is concentrated in the film. We explored both the standard interferometer combining two spatially separated sensors in single-mode regime and the two-mode single-sensor interferometer. In the latter case the highest phase sensitivity can be achieved when the modes are well separated, one propagating mainly through the core and the other one through the film; with the maximum sensitivity reaching that of the two-arm interferometer.
We further explored the measurement uncertainty by using the ad hoc defined Fisher information. Our preliminary results show that this local measure of the mode behaviour can be related to the sensor nonlinearity. Namely the maximum FI is found at the avoided crossing of the sensor characteristics regardless of the interferometric scheme and the input mode used. This is the point at which the modes of a multimode sensor as well as their superposition, are most sensitive to the change in the index of fluid.
By scanning the film parameter space, we have shown that the FI can be used as an aid in sensor design and tailoring to a particular application. The FI and hence the measurement are shown to be robust to fabrication imperfections in porosity smaller than 0.1%.
Future work will be directed towards checking of obtained predictions in real experimental conditions and an in-depth study of general quantitative information measures for sensors that support more than two modes.
